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It might have been Jamie's stepfather's dearest wish to see her married to his son Jake - but Jake
showed no sign of obliging him, so, broken-hearted, Jamie has gone away. Now, six years later, her
feelings are unchanged, and Jake is on the scene again.This time Jake's readier to consider marriage
- but still not to Jamie...

Reviews of the Reason for Marriage by Penny Jordan
Ral
Difficult, self-centered, manipulative heroine spoils this book. Although she grows up with the hero as
her stepbrother and claims to love him, she readily believes him capable of lying, cheating, and
avarice based upon just one incident of witnessing him kissing another woman. She is dishonest and
tells the hero she needs her freedom to have a career. When she observed that she has hurt the
hero's feelings, she brushed it off and told herself he somehow was acting or pretending, because he
was a selfish womanizer. She even criticized the note he left the morning after their wedding night as
too causal and unromantic. Geez-- she blew him off and acted like she was doing him a favor or he
was almost a rapist for wanting to make love with his wife. This is the type of romance heroine I just
can't stand. Although she is beautiful (which is constantly repeated every few paragraphs), I can't see
any other reason why the hero should be in love with her.

SupperDom
Love it. Very good buy for the price. Hope to get more. Can't go wrong if you purchase gave 5stars
BroWelm
I must say I'm always sad when i read these 'second chance' romances. I hate the way they've lost
years together through a big misunderstanding. Just one conversation and things could've been
sorted out. In this case however I think the h was very young and so a good few years to grow up
was probably a good thing.
I docked a star because I think that the H should've gone after her years earlier but anyway it was
still a great read
Akisame
This is a story of misunderstandings & a devious secretary that drives two lovers apart for several
years. The really unusual part is the heroine playing best friend to the woman everyone believes the
hero is rumoured to be engaged to.Fortunately,everything is cleared up in time for a happy ever
after.
Goll
Jamie was all set to marry Jake until she walks in on him holding another woman. She runs away
without listening to him. Now six years later she is back. Will she be able to full fill her dying stepfathers wishes? This is the second chance with Jake, will she be able to love him still trust him? I
enjoyed this story and will reread it again.
Steelraven
I always enjoy the way Penny Jordan writes I often look for her books when I get the chance. She
never seems to let her readers down
Charyoll
Pudding 1950
This was a Bering boring book. Very cliche. I could have written it myself from having read so many
like it before. Unfortunately, I keep hoping someone will come up with a new twist or change in an
old plot, but I keep being disappointed. It appears that writer's imaginations have become extremely
stagnate. I wish I could get my money back!!!
I purchased this online via my Kindle. It was worth the price and enjoyed reading. Purchasing books
on our Kindle is the only way to go.
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